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…The Milton
Quality project

The Milton is brought to you by FKP &
continues their close association with
new apartment development across
Brisbane.
The Milton is FKP’s tenth new Brisbane
apartment project in as many years. The
firm has helped buyers achieve substantial
capital gains. For example, initial buyers in
Inn on the Park have enjoyed an average
gain of $71,500 on resale.
The Milton is a 30-storey mixed use tower,
with 298 contemporary one & twobedroom apartments; premium office
suites; shopping & restaurants.
A multi-million dollar upgrade to Milton
railway station entry is included & the
resident-only facilities are second to none.
Construction is now underway & just 120
apartments remain for sale.
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Fantastic location
The Milton gets a 92 out of
100 Walk Score®, which means
it is a Walkers Paradise!
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By way of comparison, the average Walk
Score for the greater Brisbane area is just
49 out of 100.
Walk Score measures the number of
typical consumer destinations within
walking distance of a dwelling, with scores
ranging from 0 (car dependant) to 100
(most walkable).
Recent overseas studies indicate that
properties with above-average levels of
walkability command a premium over
homes with average levels of walkability.
Our recent study of Brisbane also found a
very strong correlation between a
suburb’s Walk Score & a property’s
investment performance. For example,
those inner Brisbane suburbs with a
Walk Score in excess of 85 out of
100 have seen their apartment
stock grow in value by a full 1%
more each year when compared
to those locations with lower levels
of walkability. Similarly, inner
Brisbane suburbs with higher
walkability also achieve higher
rental returns & resale listings sell
faster.
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Apartment size

The apartments in The Milton are, in
general, ten square metres larger
than most new apartments for sale across
inner Brisbane.
Sadly, too few new apartment projects
these days cater for owner-occupiers &
long-term professional tenants. Most
developers holding apartment sites across
inner Brisbane have lodged plans to
increase yield & reduce apartment sizes.
As a result, the more spacious, larger new
apartment market is undersupplied.

Not only are The Milton apartments larger,
but six out of ten apartments are two
bedroom in configuration & very
importantly there are four internal lifts (i.e.
just three apartments per lift on each
level), meaning greatly reduced waiting
times for lifts.
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The Four F’s &
the Big Five

5-star NatHERS
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The Milton has been designed
to meet the strict requirements
of a 5-star Nationwide House
Energy Rating Scheme (NatHERS) with a
range of environmentally sensitive features
including water efficient fixtures;
apartment designs & solar orientation to
enable natural ventilation; & 150 secure
bicycle storage spaces.
A 5-Star rating indicates that a building
achieves a high level of thermal energy
performance & will require minimum levels
of heating/cooling to be comfortable all
year round. New dwellings which achieve
a 5-star rating, compared to the typical 2star home, should be more comfortable to
live in & have much lower energy bills.
Recent studies show that residents in 5-star
rated homes consume half as much
energy as those living in 2-star product.

Value for money
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The success of a new apartment
project depends on many things – but two
important elements – which too often are
ignored these days – are what we call the
Four F’s & the Big Five.

Accurate Estimating Services
has found that the cost to renovate an
older existing home in the Brisbane area
to a similar standard of finish, as proposed
at The Milton, could cost in the order of
$400,000. Yes $400,000 big ones!

FKP, with The Milton, have got the things
that matter right, being the Facilities,
Fixtures, Fittings & Finish (the four F’s) plus
the five big apartment design factors –
space; functionality; light; storage & easy
maintenance.

This assumes that the existing home does
not require a structural alteration, termite
rectification or removal of contaminated
material, nor does it include the cost of
raising & building under existing properties,
which would add further costs.

The Milton apartments are open-plan & all
have floor-to-ceiling glass to living &
bedrooms.

Spend a few minutes looking at the
imagery on the next two pages depicting
what is proposed at The Milton. Can’t you
see yourself living there?
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6th floor resident-only
pool & recreation area
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A great new BCC
proposed green space
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Vastly improved access
to Milton railway station
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New ground floor retail,
cafes & restaurants

Residents lounge &
outdoor terrace entertain friends &
relatives in style
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Foyer & reception area
– spacious, dramatic &
a quality experience
from the moment you
come home
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Open-plan, high ceilings, galley
kitchens with quality appliances,
fixtures & fittings
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High glass to solid wall ratio
means plenty of light & views
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Well planned & spacious kitchen
with lots of storage
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Quality-tiled bathrooms, also with
lots of useable storage
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Smart study/office space options

…The Milton
Demographics

Timing & undersupply

Almost 230,000 people live within
inner Brisbane. This area – 35
suburbs around the Brisbane CBD –
has been growing by around 5,000
(4,750 to be exact) new residents each
year. One-quarter of Brisbane City’s total
population growth is now accommodated
within these inner city suburbs.

Brisbane is Australia’s third largest
city & is the key business &
financial centre of Queensland.
The Queensland economy is
predicted to continue growing
(at 4% per annum), well above the
national average.
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A 5,000 annual increase in the inner city’s
population means that around 2,650 new
dwellings need to be built every year.
On a more localised scale, the 2011
Census results show that within Brisbane’s
inner west (suburbs of Milton; Taringa,
Toowong & St. Lucia):
► 55% of households rent
► One in six households do not own a car
► & a further 45% of households just have
one car
► One in four (26%) residents live as a
couple
► 28% live alone
► Two-thirds have a tertiary education.
Only 17% of Brisbane residents do.
► The average local household income is
also high – 12% more than the Brisbane
average. Milton households earn 30%
more than the city-wide average.
► Two-thirds (64%) of the dwellings in the
area are apartments.
► Four out of five apartments in the area
support one or two person households.
45% of Milton’s apartment residents live
alone.
The area supports a well-educated & wellhealed demographic. Quality households
mean higher rents & better tenants.
The local demographic profile suggests a
need for more one & two-bedroom stock.
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In a recent Jones Lang LaSalle report – A
New World of Cities – Brisbane was
identified as one of the fastest growing
cities in the world in terms of its economy.
Resources principally drive Queensland’s
growth. The Queensland Resources
Council estimates there are $165 billion
worth of resource projects in Queensland
under consideration, committed or under
construction. This investment is a major
stimulus to white-collar employment
growth in south-east Queensland.
Economic forecasters, BIS Shrapnel,
predict that Brisbane dwelling values
should start to grow during 2012/13,
accelerating in 2013/14 as the economic
upturn gains momentum & the underlying
dwelling deficiency becomes more
pronounced. They envisage annual price
growth of 6.2% over the three years to
2015 across the wider Brisbane region.
We, too, believe that Brisbane has passed
the bottom phase of the cycle.
Queensland currently has a new dwelling
short-fall of 2,800 or two weeks of
undersupply. But based on last year’s
statistics, Queensland looks to be heading
towards a massive undersupply, with
33,000 new dwellings needed during 2012,
yet just 26,000 supplied – an undersupply
to the tune of about 20%.

…The Milton
In contrast with most other capitals, the
amount of resale stock on the market in
Brisbane is on the decline. Less than 4% of
Brisbane’s total apartment stock (about
154,000 dwellings) is currently for sale.

Moreover, 14,500 people work in the
Milton area; the suburb holds 217,000 m²
of office space & The Milton is just two
kilometres from the Brisbane CBD, which
holds a further 100,000 employees.

Brisbane is at a ‘recovery’ stage of the
property cycle & the city’s resident
population has been increasing by
around 15,000 per annum, according to
the most recent government statistics.

At present there are about 3,000 new
apartments for sale across inner Brisbane,
with a further 11,500 apartments planned
for coming years. Only 8% of this total
new supply is actually in the inner west.
By all measures, the local market is very
undersupplied.

This growth is expected to continue.

The recently completed Clem Jones &
Airport Link tunnels & the Go-Between
Bridge have all improved Milton’s
connectivity with the rest of Brisbane &
beyond. Access will be improved further
with the completion of the River Cat
terminal near Park Road in mid-2014 & the
opening of the Legacy Way also in 2014.
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Also, there are currently 41 major
infrastructure projects, worth $39 billion,
underway or committed across Brisbane
City, of which $29.5 billion is located
across 18 projects within inner Brisbane.

Local
upside

Whilst the resource states are
seeing big impacts on the property
market in & around the resource towns
themselves, the biggest outcomes are
likely to be felt in Brisbane.
One of the key questions is where will the
thousands of people who work on mining
& resources projects actually live? Well,
the stats indicate that three out of five
(57%) of Queensland resource sector
employees are living in the Brisbane area.
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On a much more local level, The Milton
itself, when completed in late 2015, along
with the planned ‘urban common’ at the
end of Manning Street, as well as the
redevelopment of Frew Park (ex Milton
Tennis Courts), will further enhance the
local amenity.
And before we forget - public transport
nodes & major places of work are strong
drivers of capital growth. Dwelling values
within half a km of a Brisbane railway
station have grown 25% faster than the
city-wide average.
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Live about it all!

Tired of maintaining the yard?
Kids recently left home?
Want to move before they
boomerang back? Constantly fixing up
things around the home? Wish you were
travelling or spending your time with likeminded people in your own small
community?

…The Milton

Want to stay in the inner West, close to
your friends? Why not sell up, pocket
some hard earned equity & buy into The
Milton?

More…
The Milton presents a great opportunity to
live in or invest in a new mixed-use project
in Brisbane’s inner west. The project is in a
prime location & also offers the astute
buyer an opportunity to buy an
apartment with several key points of
difference.
► Premium residential address
► Generous apartment sizes & open plan
designs with great views & vistas
► World class facilities & inclusions
► Generous lift & car parking provisions
► Lack of local existing & new apartment
supply
Our studies have found that dwellings in
mixed-use projects attract a premium on
resale; house more owner-residents &
quality tenants for longer.
Data sources include – ABS various including 2011
Census; Qld OSER as at June 2012; RPData records at
November 2012; NatHERS; Qld Residential Tenancies
Authority as at September 2012; Matusik previous reports
& information database; Cordells as at November 2012;
Walk Score®; Accurate Estimating Services; FKP &
Walking the Walk – How Walkability Raises Home Values
in U.S. Cities.
© Matusik Property Insights Pty Ltd. Reprinting,
republication or distribution of any portion of this
document is strictly prohibited without the written
permission of Matusik Property Insights. 10 things you
need to know about… is opinion & not advice. Readers
should seek their own professional advice on the subject
being discussed.
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The Milton
Sales & Display Suite
50 Railway Terrace, Milton
www.themilton.com.au
1800 247 116
themiltonenquiries@fkp.com.au

Matusik Property Insights Pty Ltd
Michael Matusik is a leader in residential market
analysis & property advice in Australia. A 25 year
veteran in this business, Michael has always been at the
coalface of the residential property market; helping
establish Colliers (then PRD Realty) advisory services &
helping over 550 new residential developments
come to fruition.
www.matusik.com.au

